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LANCASTER LL678 CRASH AT BATHMEN 13-06-1944

“ LILY MARS “
Intro.
Lancaster LL678 (A2-L) named `Lily Mars` was airborne 23:12 hrs 12 June 1944 from
Waterbeach, Cambridgeshire, for an operation against Gelsenkirchen, Germany. On its
return from a successful operation, it was shot down by a night-fighter, flown by
Oberleutnant Dietrich Schmidt, 11. Staffel/Nachtjagdgeschwader. This was the Lancasters
last mission to complete a full tour!!
The plane crashed at 01:24 hrs on 13 June at Zuid Loo (Overijssel), a small hamlet 3 km SE of
Bathmen, Holland. Three of the crew evaded capture and the other five were killed in the
incident.
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Crew:
514 Squadron, RAF Waterbeach:
P/O HS Delacour (Australian) - Killed
F/O Roy Picton – (British) Killed
F/S Don Savage (British) - Killed
F/S George Palamountain (British) - Survived
Sgt Spurgeon Williams (Canadian) - Survived
Sgt Albert Benham – (British) Killed
Sgt Gerald Martin (British) - Survived

Observer: P/O S A Phillips (Canadian) – Killed
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The Dutch police rapport from the crash dated 13/06/1944

Research.
In 2015 Frans Hendriks from Bathmen asked his friend Joop Hendrix from Planehunters if
they could investigate aircraft that crashed in Bathmen during WW2. Several airplanes came
down in the region around Bathmen. In the summer of 2015 Planehunters went down there
with Marcel Hermes, Sjaak de Veth and Joop Hendrix. Frans had done a thorough research
from available documents and story’s of the crashes and several sites were vistited. One of
these was the crashsite of Lancaster “Lily Mars”.
At the crash location some remains of the plane were found and some could be positively
identified to be from a Lancaster bomber. Combined with the researched being done in
previous years by several other researchers there was enough evidence of the correctness of
the crash location. Some of our finds on the next page:
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Lots of debris

Fuel indicator

after cleaning a part belonging to the munition box

part from the chemical toilet on board!

Marcel locating the “impact point”

Bomb bay parts
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Part of the escape hatch from the cockpit, this part was found by us on a neigbouring
Messerschmitt 109 crashsite about 1km southwest. This was an strange find.... because the
escape hatch was meant to evacute the aircraft during an ground emergency not during
flight by parachute.

The crash positions from both aircraft about ¾ mile apart.
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According to crew member Gerald Martin who survived the crash the crew got the bail out
signal, Philips by accident deploys his parachute inside the aircraft and blockes the escape
hatch at the bottom floor of the aircraft. Gerald try´d to help him but does not succeed. He
then ducks between Phillips legs and evacuates the airplane after George Palamountain. Pop
Williams leaves the aircraft via his turret at the tail of the aircraft. The other crewmembers
can not escape because of the blocked hatch. So perhaps the remaining crew members
opened the escape hatch in the cockpit to try and leave via the cockpit but we will never
know for sure but what we know is that they opened the cockpit escape hatch.................
due to our find!!!
During the research on the internet we found lots of information about this crash:
http://www.fightingthrough.co.uk/#/mars-diary-story-book-ww2/4553670831
We also contacted the nephew of the pilot, Shane Delacour ( Brisbane Australia) who had
posted in the above link. He was very pleased that we had done research in this crash and
we exchanged information. Also parts of the plane we found were send to him, his father
was still alive and was thrilled by our finds. Second from left Shane Delacoure with his wife
and myself with my wife march 2016 visting Brisbane on my vacation.

Information from family.
Ruth Martin, the wife of Gerald Martin, Flight Engineer, provided the following episode to
her husband's story:
My husband, Gerald (or Gerry) and I had been working to get together the story of his crew
for years, with mixed success. He was in contact with survivor George Palamountain but
could not contact "Pop" Williams (the other survivor) before Williams died. Gerry visited
Bertie Delacour’s nephew, Shane, in Brisbane in 2007. There are many members of the
Delacour family still living there, and they had quite a gathering when Gerry visited.
Unfortunately after our return from that trip, Gerry became ill, and he died of cancer in
March 2008 - the last of the crew of LL678 (Lily Mars). Luckily he was able to answer
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questions, identify people in photographs, and tell stories up until a couple of weeks before
his death.

Bertie Delacour

Gerald Martin

Diedrich Schmidt

One thing that eluded us was a photograph of the whole crew, which Gerry knew existed. In
fact, he had the negatives among his things when they left on their last mission. It was his
turn to get them copied. Unfortunately, those were (understandably) confiscated and never
surfaced again - most likely destroyed. Actually, the negatives were in Gerry's locker back at
Waterbeach, but all of his belongings were taken into custody, and the negatives were not
among the things returned to his mum - for obvious reasons.
In 1999, Gerry traveled with a local WW2 buff to Holland, where he met up with Dieter
Schmidt on the left and Kurt Schonfeld on the right. Dieter was the pilot who shot them
down, Kurt was his radio man.

It was supposed to have been their last mission before they stood down for a rest. The extra
man on board was P/O S A Phillips who went along to be familiarized with the plane. He was
one of the men killed in the crash.
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The last page in the log book from Bertie Delacour and his “farewell letter”.
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The survivors.
Gerald landed safely with his parachute and was met by resistance people and brought to
the farm of family Koeslag they lived at the Lindenbergsedijk in Laren. They had some other
people as well there and they work at the farm. Gerald is told that Suprgeon Williams lives
with family from Koeslag in the village of Harfsen. They meet later in the woods and after
their meeting Williams is transfered to Stein and finally liberated by American troops. He
returnes to England in September 1944 and tells Geralds mother he is still alive!!!!
George Palamountain was at a farm in Harfsen as well Gerald found out later. Gerald is
transfered to family van der Graaf in Nijverdal a local baker. Canadians liberate Nijverdal
April 9 , and he can return to England.

Monument May 2016.
After all the initial contacts Joop suggested to Frans Hendriks to erect a monument for the
crew as Planehunters had done on many occasions before. Frans liked the idea and went
ahead organising the event. He searched for more family and found Irene and Don Dawkins
in England, Don Dawkins is a nephew of Don Savage. The monument chosen was a big
boulder with a plate attachted to it. Frans organised the entire memorial and thanks to my
Airforce connections a Lancaster fly-bye from the Battle of Brittain Memorial Flight was
arranged. Unfornuately the lancaster had a technical problem but they send a replacemnet
airplane a Dakota from WW2.
Frans hendriks during the speech before the unveiling of the monument
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The Delacour and Dawkins family after unveilling the monument

Design by Thijs Hellings from Planehunters
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Some more impressions from the unveilling of the monument and the crash site.

Dakota Fly Bye

Shane´s speech in Church

The graves of the crew at Bathmen cemetry
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